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SNAIL sofa -X931

Sofa also has its own personality, in the quiet morning and poetic dusk and 
soul quietly dialogue. Just like the snail sofa, the vivid shape is just like the 
lovely cochlea. In the nature, there are elves. Similarly, in our living space, it 
can be combined and matched at will, and it can also enjoy "loneliness" 
lonely. The main technology cloth series, no cracking, no peeling, wear-
resistant and durable, light dirt, easy to wipe, breathable and 
environmental protection, good water resistance. It is suitable for public 
places.



SNAIL sofa -X931



CAKE stool -X2008

The soft seat sur face is just like the cake coming out of the oven, which 
is ver y attractive. Cake is divided into two modes, five modules, namely 
three sofa piers and two small tables. Cakes can be scattered in most 
of the space of the home environment or public environment. Small 
things are not simple. The soft and subtle seat sur face will give a big 
hug to the buttocks, which many sofa piers can't do. Sitting on it, holding 
your chin in your hand, the air is full of leisurely smell. It 's as soft as tulle. It 
makes people feel free and open-minded, and seems to be as quiet 
and distant as the sky outside the window.



New Katz sofa -X3007



Everyone's unique personality and lifestyle can find different color, 
style, size and function matching options in Sherr y's new product series. 

Under the modern design style, we explore the balance between 
simple modeling and comfort. For products with elegant proportion, 

simple modeling and rich styles, Katz sofa follows this design concept. 
Katz sofa is characterized by simple beauty and mellow shape, arc line 

design and excellent comfort.

New Katz sofa -X2007



New Katz sofa -X2007

For the new Katz in 2021, we have changed the size proportion and 
increased the configuration on the original basis, forming new single sofa, 
single chair and combined sofa modules. In this way, Katz series is extremely 
power ful, just like we adjust the melody of life according to our own 
preferences, or lyrical or tranquil, or hazy or bright, or exciting or 
soothing……
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Fenlei sofa is the upgrade and improvement of Loren sofa. The 
adjusted size ratio is more suitable for ergonomic experience. It is 

made of exquisite leather or soft cloth, which meets the aesthetic and 
tactile needs of contemporary people. The hanging inner armrest 

and back bag break the shape of armrest and back of conventional 
sofa, which is novel and comfortable. As long as you close your eyes 

and look for a forest, a poetic landscape that is always full of 
sunshine, lake water and green space, apart from the crowd, the 

crowded city and all the noise.
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Fenlei sofa is the upgrade and improvement of Loren sofa. The adjusted size ratio is 
more suitable for ergonomic experience. It is made of exquisite leather or soft cloth, 
which meets the aesthetic and tactile needs of contemporary people. The hanging 
inner armrest and back bag break the shape of armrest and back of conventional sofa, 
which is novel and comfortable. As long as you close your eyes and look for a forest, a 
poetic landscape that is always full of sunshine, lake water and green space, apart from 
the crowd, the crowded city and all the noise.
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FINLAY sofa -X921



The quality of life and personality 
all depend on their own 
understanding, and life always 
seems to have some rely on let you 
find real and rich evidence of life. 
The unique armrest shape of aften 
sofa is slim and elegant, small and 
exquisite. The retro back rest 
design makes the back rest not so 
monotonous, but has a sense of 
hierarchy, and uses the ergonomics 
theory to separate the stress points 
of the waist and back, so that the 
user can have a better experience.

AFTON sofa -X921
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BARRET sofa -X922
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Barret sofa is intelligent and caring, with strong and capable exterior and 
soft and comfortable interior. Exquisite electroplated hardware feet add 
a sense of modern flavor. The main black and gray color matching, 
elegant temperament, in the complex world, coruscate a unique 
expression and lasting vitality. There is also a combination of coffee color 
leather cloth configuration, warmth, but also into the simplicity of nature, 
so that the product presents a unique humanistic feelings.
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Kelde sofa shape on the obvious modeling characteristics, is 
elegant waist design, inward contraction, length is less than the waist 

line along the face and teeth, like a woman's waist, looks elegant 
and slender, graceful. This design element comes from Mingyue 

furniture, which coincides with the traditional aesthetic concept and 
thinking of Chinese people. The sofa has a wide inner contour, 

enough space for people to sit and rest, and the use of high 
rebound sponge also makes sitting comfortable. The unique and 

humanized structure makes people completely indulge in leisure and 
entertainment time without any fatigue.
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The sofa has a wide inner contour, enough space for people to sit and rest, and 
the use of high rebound sponge also makes sitting comfortable. The unique and 
humanized structure makes people completely indulge in leisure and 
entertainment time without any fatigue.

CALDER sofa -X927



CALDER sofa -X927



DANTE sofa -X928

Dante sofa has a great style in appearance and shape. The side is like open flowers, which 
is open and unique. The color matching configuration enhances the three-dimensional 
sense. The seat sur face is thick and solid, which neutralizes the publicity of the shape, and 
instantly improves the integrity of the product. The stainless steel wire drawing material of the 
base also enriches the modern sense of the product. The spacious bag and resilient 
cushion make you feel comfortable. Wandering in one side of the space, you will often feel 
that you forget the time and the season, and only remember the tender moment as fleeting.



DANTE sofa -X928
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Darrell sofa's exquisite shape, meticulous car lines, and beautiful metal sofa legs 
show its modern and elegant temperament, all of which are proud of the details. 

The curved extension of the sofa armrest and backrest has a sense of space 
extension, and provides an ideal comfortable experience while maintaining the 

beautiful appearance. There are many different combinations of fabrics and fine 
leathers to choose from, and a variety of colors can be combined to present a 

lively charm.

Darell sofa -X906



Darell sofa -X906



EARTHA sofa -X929



Eartha sofa is a sexy and lovely girl, full and interesting "figure" makes 
people feel close. We have been thinking about the deeper aspects of 
life with art, so that it can reflect more human care while it is artistic. This is a 
sofa with high back and single waist, which makes people full of security 
and leisure. Sitting in the sofa of Elsa, it seems that all the breath is 
transformed into a silent factor, which grows in the depth of memory. 
Ever ything is so simple and poetic, harmonious and kind.



BOBBIE sofa -X908



Bobbie series both inline style and corner sofa style, 
interpretation of pragmatism, the stereo pairs of leather coat 
open wire stitching process more add an elegant breath, 
configuration using a mixture of different modules, can produce 
many kinds of collocation scheme, every single module can be 
optional swaps and reset, can also be used as independent 
furniture, any scenes are selected for comfort, can make 
between random conversations, reading or leisure comfortable 
corner.

BOBBIE sofa -X908
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INGE sofa -X90



Relying on the soft sofa, it is like leaning against the 
mountain and the water, with a cup of tea at the 
armrest. The soft, low and wide armrest design of the 
inese sofa allows you to fully enjoy the intimate care of 
your lover. The sewing process of direct sewing without 
external pressing edge makes the sofa show better 
fullness and comfort. Different sizes, different materials, 
can be able to do business style, but also warm home 
style, instantly wake up people's different experiences.

INGE sofa -X90
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The allaher sofas bring the modern design to its 
fullest, simple yet full of body. The embellishment of the 
eversion lines outlines the elegant outline, which 
strengthens the unique and classic beauty of the 
modern. The overall clean design is meticulous in 
detail. On the side of the armrest, it is supported by 
clever metal to achieve a stylish and practical effect. 
The double-layered shape of the heavy backrest 
gives the spine a sense of security and solidity, which 
can be ideal for home or office.

GARDNER sofa -X90



GARDNER sofa -X90



MADDOX sofa -X127



In the gloomy winter, the warm sun is rarely seen, and the cold pours in from all directions, making people have 
no way to hide, and the mood is easy to fall. At this time, let the Maddox sofa lend you a touch of color, let the 
warm sun shine into your living room. Let's have a warm daydream. In the dream, there is a sun knight in gold 
armor. He woke up with the warm yellow and warmth of Maddox sofa and broke into your home. Of course, the 
amorous Maddox sofa also has other color choices, such as the high-grade gray of temperament and style.

MADDOX sofa -X127



ZENOBIA sofa -X907



Zenoby's sofa also easily finds the right match, excellent 
comfort and design support coexistence and tolerance, 
spacious soft cushions, round arms, comfortable pillows, as 
if an old friend is inviting you to join this pleasant 
atmosphere You have no reason to refuse her.

ZENOBIA sofa -X907



ZENOBIA sofa -X907

ZENOBIA chair -X702



Zenobia continues the design elements of this series of 
sofas. The elegant outline, round armrest and affinity 
shape will definitely be favored. As a single chair piece, 
it keeps a comfortable sitting feeling, which makes 
people sink in it without remembering.

ZENOBIA chair -X702



DAWN sofa -X00



The Dawn series sofas are highly personalized and contain intimate designs 
that are closely related to daily life. They convey emotions and interpret poetr y 
in a concise and clear way. The heuristic 0-degree design concept, the wide 
and round armrests and the waist pillow with related nourishment, unique 
interpretation of the fusion of classic and modern style, surrounded by warmth 
and love. The tapered leg shape incorporates modern design elements, and 
different color choices are suitable for business and home.

DAWN sofa -X00



NATHAN sofa -X103



Nathan series sofa is formed by the 
combination of cushion, backrest and 
armrest with moderate thickness. It is a 
combination of minimalist geometr y. A 
variety of configurations can be 
selected according to the space 
conditions and individual needs.

NATHAN sofa -X103
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ATZ sofa -X007
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ATZ sofa -X00

Explore the balance of simple style and comfort under modern 
design style, with elegant proportions and simple shapes With a 
variety of products, the Katz series sofa follows this design 
concept. The Katz series sofas are mainly characterized by 
simple beauty and rounded shapes, with curved lines and 
excellent comfort.possibilities.
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TEAG E sofa -X910



Teague series sofa stereo line and structure, the 
outer plate frame highlights the hard texture, 
internal and external rigid soft contrast has a 
sense of fashion, symmetr y beauty. High and low 
strewn at random size depends on the frame of 
bag and wide and thick per fect union, push 
bearing to acme. The cushion for leaning on that 
fleeciness velvet cotton fil ls is soft and warm, dumb 
black hardware under foot frame, gift product 
sculpture like stereo feeling.

TEAG E sofa -X910
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DARE  sofa -X906



Darrell sofa's exquisite shape, meticulous car lines, and 
beautiful metal sofa legs show its modern and elegant 
temperament, all of which are proud of the details. The curved 
extension of the sofa armrest and backrest has a sense of 
space extension, and provides an ideal comfortable 
experience while maintaining the beautiful appearance. There 
are many different combinations of fabrics and fine leathers to 
choose from, and a variety of colors can be combined to 
present a lively charm.

DARE  sofa -X906



IO A sofa -X006
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The iola sofa is the best representative of the manufacturing process and 
exquisite design, especially the unique design of the armrest sur face 
design details, double-folding shape, reflecting the ingenuity of subtle 
design, full of comfort and quality. In terms of material, the inner sur face of 
the cushion is wrapped with a down bag, which makes the shape full and 
full, and brings substantial experience and enjoyment, which is ideal for 
home and leisure space.

IO A sofa -X006
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E TON sofa -X902



The Felton series sofa is a work that interprets classic forms 
into modern fashion without losing timeless charm, using 
precise and detailed design. The design of the cushion 
sur face is borrowed from the essence of the Barcelona 
chair, but simplified; the low and wide armrest can bring a 
new lying experience to the user, which is ver y suitable for 
customers who want to take a break .

E TON sofa -X902
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Nora sofa is like a elf. It has interesting shape, cute 
and dull, but the sponge with high rebound makes it 
have a ver y comfortable sitting feeling. It is suitable 
for leisure and decoration. Nora has two 
configurations: seat with backrest and seat without 
backrest, which enrich the experience. The stitched 
seams have different colors from the rest of the sofa 
side and back , which can be combined with leather 

goods and fabrics.

NORA sofa -X701

The Ralap Lounge Chair is comfortable and soft , 
representing the new armchair.  The Integration of 
armrest and backrestis is  designed to create a 
visually pleasing. The metal base supports and 
reinforces the entire product, and the unique 
ergonomic dimensions makes the seating comfort 
reach a new level.

RA A  chair - 08



Nana is a series of sexual products, 
including a set of small round stool and 
mushroom tea table. Such a sense of form 
can meet the reception needs of 
matching and enriching office space. 
The material and color of the bright cloth 
art make the main body elegant without 
losing vitality, and the round stool group 
on the edge has lively colors, which 
makes the public space more beautiful.

NANA s ri s -X602
- 602



ELVIS SA306 l is has a fa iliar appearan e  ut ith a a in  details li e the ele ant lines  the feet naturall  
onne ted to the seatin  fra e  the har in  di ple  at the side and the eautiful a  uite 

deli atel



Material Description 

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ hro e e
 ar h ooden fra e              

la  n lon ad usta le feet  feet





HARDEN SA507

Material Description 

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ   a ri
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ lon eet
 

o e into  ar s  the arden sofa see s to sa  t 
stands there and attra ts us  hen sittin  do n  ou ll feel 

safe  due to arden s spa ious seat  and its soft ur ed 
seat ushion and hi h a  at an sa e an le

that allo s the spine to enter the perfe t upri ht position





ALFREDSA111

Material Description 

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather

Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ hro e e

 ar h ooden fra e              
la  n lon ad usta le 

feet  feet

lfred is a ise ad iser and le er helper  ith the o ination of o fort and 
sophisti ation  its odern desi n sho s odernit  and ele an e  here is no 

dou t that the indoor fo us is the lear and neat lines of the ar rests  a rests 
and etal feet  and it is perfe tl  at hed ith the soft ushions



TERRENCE SA 02

Material Description 

Ÿ etal ra e
Ÿ   a ri
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated

erren e is a o forta le produ t ori inatin  fro  the 
sear h for deli ateness and alan e  he o ination of 
lar e independent seat  a rest and ushion sho s its 
hi h le el seatin  o fort  t is also er  suita le for 
rela ation and o fort  and let people for et ourtes



Material Description 

CANDY SA312

Ÿ ar h ood ra e    
Ÿ   a ri                            
Ÿ ino a  oa                                 
Ÿ lon eet

and  is a er  li ht and e uisite produ t  t is full of odern ini alist lines  
de orated ith the intense olor  and ore suita le for theaestheti s of the 
oun er eneration



1 0

0

00

0

HYMANSA125

Material Description 

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ   a ri
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated

an  a s ol of life  onsists of a series of produ ts  
three seat hi h a  sofa  sin le sofa and three seat lo  a  
sofa  t an not onl  reate se i pri ate spa e  ut also eet 
the o on re eption and ne otiation fun tion  so it is ulti
purpose  he st lin  features of the an sofa are also er  
lear  he plu p lines dra  the sofa shape  and also rin  

hi h le el seatin  o fort



1 0



GRIFFINSA30

G           
        T        

       



GRIFFIN SA30

Material Description 

ood desi n furniture adds so ethin  e tra to the interior  ut etter to do it in a lo e  
a  he  on e  a ar  feelin  in the spa e  ust as the  are al a s around ou

riffin is a eautiful and o forta le sofa  he desi n that the  sofa ar rest e tends to 
the a   i es riffin a lo e  ut ele ant loo

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated



A LITTSA301
Material Description 

he rite sofa is filled ith pol urethane foa  of different densities and is ade of 
solid ood fra e he sofa le  is ade of steel plate ith laser uttin  and endin  

la  po der oatin  is used on the surfa e of sofa le  esi n ele ents ith a odern 
and retro feel rin  a different at hin  e perien e  

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated
 ar h ooden fra e              la  





LOREN SA106

Material Description 

oren is ade of oth e uisite i ro fi er and fa ri  nd it is in the reati e o ination of desi n and fashion  
hi h a es people feel pleased and happ  ne hi hli ht of this sofa is the underhan in  ar rest he natural 

folds at the ar rest are not easil  defor ed  hi h is used hi h densit  doll otton so people an sit ore 
o forta l

Ÿ i ro fi er eather
Ÿ etal ra e
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated            



CHARLES SA105

Material Description 

harles loo s li ht and ra eful li e a entle an  t 
refle ts the natural alues of odern ho es ith 
oldness and in esti ate spirit  and has si ple and 

s ooth sofa feet that fir l  supports the entire sofa to 
i e ou the entlest prote tion  he use of different 
aterials e phasi es the fun tional use of ea h part 

and aters to onte porar  desi n st les
ne hi hli ht of this sofa is the underhan in  

ar rest he natural folds at the ar rest are not easil  
defor ed hi h is used hi h densit  doll otton so 

people an sit ore o forta l

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ   a ri
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ lon eet





ARREN

Material Description 

SA 01

arren is li e a defender  surrounded  soft leather  ith inno ation  uni ue 
shape  ello  olor at hin  he outside dar  ro n olor loo s al  a in  
people feel ature and sta le  su tle and ele ant  ith the ool ei e fa ri  it 

rea s the sense of unit  and dullness of spa e  reates a hi h ualit  li in  
en iron ent and refle ts a positi e attitude to ards life

he hi h ualit  leather and the tou h o forta le fa ri  a e the ar th and 
al ness oe ist and su li ate on a sofa

Ÿ etal ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ lon eet





D MAS SA107

Material Description 

u as ithout an  fan  desi ns a es people feel stoi  he olorful orld outside is 
da lin  ut a si ple and natural furniture an ad ust our fid et  ood  ou h and 
si ple lines are li e a uardian  re ealin  sole nit  and a est  ith its ide 
ar rest  this sofa is ust li e its na e  eautifull  et sole nl
et sole nl

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated





Material Description 

STELLA SA506

20

0

900

tella is as da lin  as a star  ith a si ple st le  ut re uires super  
produ tion and stit hin  hair feet are ut  a o puter ontrolled laser 
utter  and then pre isel  ent and spli ed

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated



Material Description 

FERDINAND SA110

9 0

0

9 0 9 02000

0

T          
         

         
     

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather

Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated



ANTHONY

2200

60

0

1150

60

0

Material Description 

SA10

nthon  is er  le er  and the neat lines i e a stron  and tena ious feelin  he si pli it  of the plain hi hli hts the 
e traordinar  ualit  allo in  the ner ous ood to rela  in a har onious and natural spa e  he tou h lines and 
pre ise proportional stru ture i e a alan ed aestheti  li inate the fla o ant de oration and re eal the te ture of 
the leather  and at h ith natural te tiles to present a rou h and unrestrained natural eaut

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ i ro fi er eather
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated



ESLEY
SA502

Material escription 

0

770

670

esle  is inspired  the t pi al desi n ratio of the 19 0s  ut ith the o iousl  li ht and flo in  
odern st le  he rafts anship refle ts the natural alues of odern ho e furniture  he atte 
la  hard are fra e fir l  supports the produ t  aterin  to the onte porar  desi n and the 
otto  desi n a es the sofa loo  li hter

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ  eather
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated





RALA SA50

Material Description 

0

alap represents the ne  o forta le and 
soft ar hair  he inte rate desi n of 
ar rest and a  reates a isuall  
pleasin  he etal ase supports and 
reinfor es the entire produ t  and the 
uni ue er ono i  di ensions a es the 
seatin  o fort rea h a ne  le el

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ   a ri
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oated





NNY SA303

Material Description 

unn  eans olorful  friendl  and a ia le  t has a si ple shape and a 
rounded outline  oo  ute ut ha e stron  fun tions
n pu li  areas it displa s unusuall  po erful fun tions that it an e freel  
o ined into a linear shape  or a orner or a peninsula shape  t an also 
e at hed ith  nor al st le to eet the needs of  ne otiation and 

re eption

Ÿ ar h ood ra e
Ÿ a ri  pholster
Ÿ ino a  oa
Ÿ teel e  ith o der oatedra e



ILLO S
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0
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